Urban Montréal in a boutique Hôtel, bicycle and electric boat !
Public price = 317 $CAD + taxes / pers -25% discount with Explore Québec = 238
$CAD + taxes / pers
Included :
2 nights at Hôtel Germain Montréal 4* in a Classic room
1 guided cycle tour of Montréal for 3 hours
2 Excursion of 45 min aboard a small electric boat in the old Montreal Harbour.
Valid from July 1st untill September 6th
Hôtel Germain Montréal 4*
Just steps away from boutiques, museums, businesses and restaurants and a
pleasant stroll from the sensational festivals and events of Quartier des
Spectacles, Le Germain Hotel Montreal is your oasis of tranquility in the heart of
the action. Experience the charm of a modern reinterpretation of sixties-inspired
décor and take advantage of the hotel’s convenient location.
Guided cycle tour of Montreal for 3 hours
Discover Montreal’s principal sites
Tour the City and discover its history, architecture and urban vitality by visiting its
different neighbourhoods, must-see attractions and most secret places. New ! Ebikes
available for this tour ( +20$)
Places and locations visited:
Old-Port, Latin Quarter, La Fontaine Park, Plateau, Mont-Royal Park (entrance), McGill
University campus, Business district, Old Montreal.
Excursion of 45 min aboard a small electric boat in the old Montreal Harbour
Starting from the Jacques-Cartier Quay, this tour will let you live a unique, original,
specialized and accessible experience!
With its electric pollution free propulsion system, Le Petit Navire is unique in
Canada. The Captain is your host and guide on this intimate boat made for up to 40
people, which makes Le Petit Navire an original and friendly concept.
Environmentally-friendly and accessible to all, this specialized boat will cater to your
every whim with its luxurious mahogany panelling.
Let us create a VIP package tailored to your needs in one of our Signature or Prestige
room ! We can also offer you an electric bike for a ride or even privatize it and do a
picnic aboard the private electric boat!

